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A global convergence theory for a broad class of "monotonic" nonlinear programming 
algorithms is given. The key difference between the approach presented here and 
previous work in this area by Zangwill, Meyer, and others lies in the use of an appro- 
priate definition of a fixed point of a point-to-set mapping. The use of this fixed-point 
concept allows both a simplification and a strengthening and extension of previous 
results. In particular, actual convergence of the entire sequence of iterates (as opposed 
to subsequential convergence) and point-of-attraction theorems are established 
under weak hypotheses. Examples of the application of this theor3" to feasible direction 
algorithms are given. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this paper is to establish global convergence theorems for a broad 
class of "monotonic" nonlinear programming algorithms. The key difference between 
the approach presented here and the results of Zangwill [11] and Meyer [6] lies in the 
use of an appropriate definition of a fixed point of a point-to-set mapping. For those 
algorithms to which it is applicable, the use of this fixed-point concept allows both a 
simplification and a strengthening of those earlier results. In particular, it is possible 
under relatively weak hypotheses to prove that the entire sequence of iterates 
converges. Additionally, point-of-attraction theorems are proved, and an interesting 
characterization is obtained for a class of convergent algorithms that lack the 
continuity properties usually assumed. Examples of the application of this theory to 
the classes of feasible direction methods proposed by Topkis and Veinott [10] and 
Mangasarian [5] are given to illustrate the concepts. 
2. A CLASS OF ALGORITHMS 
The algorithms considered are methods that address the problem 
(MP) Minimize f (z)  subject o z e F, 
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wheref  is a continuous function defined on a closed subset G of E ~, G DF. The basic 
characteristics common to the algorithms considered are (a) that they start at an 
arbitrary Y0 ~ G, (b) that an iteration starting at a point y~ (i = 0, 1, 2,...) yields a 
point Yi+l ~ S(yi), where S is a point-to-set mapping from G into the nonempty subsets 
of G, and (c) the existence of a continuous function $: G ~ R such that 4~(y') ~< $(y), 
where y' ~ S(y). (The procedures (a) and (b) will be referred to as the algorithm 
corresponding to S, and when property (c) holds, the algorithm will be monotonic. 
Note, however, that these characteristics do not restrict the algorithms considered to 
being "primal" algorithms for which f = 6, G = F. It is possible, for example, 
to deal with a dual algorithm such as Kelley's cutting plane method by taking $ = - - f  
and G to be a set that properly contains F.) We wish to establish conditions that ensure 
that 1] Yi+l - -  Y~ ]l --~ 0 and that the accumulation points of {Yi} are fixed points of S. 
Here it should be emphasized that by a fixed point of S we mean a point y* 6 G such 
that S(y*) {y*} (instead of simply S(y*) D {y*}). Under an additional finiteness 
assumption on the fixed points we show that the entire sequence of iterates {Yi} 
converges to y*. (This behavior sharply contrasts with earlier results in which it is 
shown only that the accumulation points of the iterates have certain desirable properties, 
but for which convergence of the full sequence of iterates cannot be concluded except 
under strong uniqueness assumptions.) The well-known mathematical programming 
algorithms that belong to this class of algorithms generally have the property that 
their fixed points satisfy necessary optimality conditions of (MP). I f  appropriate 
convexity assumptions hold, then the fixed points will also be solutions of (MP); 
otherwise they may only be local optima or saddle points. (In the basic theory 
developed in this paper, no convexity assumptions are made.) 
3. BASIC CONVERGENCE THEOREMS 
To obtain our initial convergence result we need a slight strengthening of the 
hypotheses made in the previous section. In particular, we need a compactness 
hypothesis, a continuity assumption, and a stronger form of monotonicity that requires 
the addition of some convenient terminology. A point-to-set mapping S will be said 
to be strictly monotonic (with respect to a function q~) at y if y' ~ S(y) implies 
q~(Y') < 4'(Y) whenever y is not a fixed point of S. (The strict monotonicity property 
may be thought of as being vacuously satisfied at all fixed points.) S is said to be upper 
semicontinuous (u.s.c.) at y if zl ~ S(yi) (i ~ 0, 1, 2,...), Yi --~ Y and zi -+ z imply 
z ~ S(y). These properties will be said to hold on G if they hold at all points in G. 
Finally a mapping S will be said to be uniformly compact on G if there exists a compact 
set H independent o fy  such that S(y) C H for all y E G. (Note that if S is also u.s.c. 
at y, this means that S(y) is compact also.) 
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Let S be a point-to-set mapping such that 
S is uniformly compact on G, 
S is u.s.c, on G, 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
S is strictly monotonic on G. (3.3) 
I f  {Yi} is any sequence generated by the algorithm corresponding toS, then 
all accumulation points will be fixed points, (3.4) 
r  --,. r  wherey* is a fixed point, (3.5) 
II yi+l - y i  [r ~ o, (3.6) 
and 
either {Yi} converges or the accumulation points of {Yi} form a continuum. (3.7) 
Proof. Because of the compactness hypothesis, any such sequence of iterates will 
have at least one accumulation point, which we denote as y*. Suppose that y* is not a 
fixed point. Then there are subsequences of iterates {Y~i} and {Y~+I} (i = 0, 1, 2,...) 
such that y~i --~ y* and Y%+1 converges to some point y'. By upper semicontinuity, 
y' 6 S(y*) and by the strict monotonicity property, r < r However, since for 
all i, •(Yi+a) ~ ~(Yi), we have lim r = r = l im r = ~(Y'), a contra- 
diction. Thus y* must be a fixed point, and monotonicity of the sequence {6(Yi)} 
implies convergence to r Suppose there existed a subsequence {Yk) such that 
II y~+l  - y~ r! > ~ > 0 (i - o, 1, 2,...). Without loss of generality we may assume 
that Yk~ ~ 3 7 and Yk~+l ~ Y. Note that II Y - Y I[ ~> ~. However, y must be a fixed point 
of S, and, by u.s.c., y ~ S(y) = {y}, a contradiction. Since l] Y i+ l  - -  Y i  [1 ~ 0 and {Yi} 
is bounded, conclusion (3.7) follows by a result of Ostrowski [8]. | 
A number of modifications in the hypotheses can be made that leave the con- 
clusions of the theorem unchanged. Instead of (3.3) one could assume convergence of
the sequence {6(y~)}, and strict monotonicity and u.s.c, only at accumulation points, 
but most well-known algorithms have the strict monotonicity property on the entire 
feasible set. From the proof, it is clear that hypothesis (3.1) could be replaced by any 
condition guaranteeing boundedness of the sequence {Yi}. (Without boundedness of {Yi}, 
the conclusions of the theorem need not hold.) For example, instead of (3.1), we could 
assume that for everyy ~ G, the set H(y) =~ {z [r ~< r z e S(G)} was bounded. 
Note that in this case a modified version of Theorem 3.1 holds with "G" replaced by 
"H(y) for every y e G." 
Note that the theorem implies the existence of at least one fixed point of S in H, and 
also that hypotheses (3.1) and (3.3) imply that the problem of minimizing r over G 
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has an optimal solution. For, if {zi} C G and r ~ inf.~c r then {S(zi) } C 11, 
which is compact and by the strict monotonicity property we conclude infz~c r -- 
inf~sla~ (z). Thus all z* that solve the problem min~ r are fixed points of S. 
For primal methods in which f = ~ and F == G, it follows that all solutions of (MP) 
are fixed points of S. 
The hypotheses of this theorem differ from similar results in [6, 11] principally in 
that a fixed-point y~ has the property that {y~} == S(y ~) rather than {y*} C S(y*). 
(Points satisfying the latter condition will be called "generaliged" fixed points.) The 
conclusions of Theorem 3.1 are stronger than those of earlier results precisely because 
of this more restrictive definition, which nevertheless i  suitable for most algorithms 
that employ local searches. Basically, this approach rules out the "oscillatory" 
behavior that is possible when we allow y* to be a proper subset of S(y*). For example, 
let (; =-= {Yl ,Y2} and let S(y~)= S(y2)--:= G and r = r -0 .  Then the 
sequence {Yx ,Y2,Yl ,Y',,Yl ,Y2,..-} could be generated by the corresponding 
algorithm. This sequence does not have properties (3.6) or (3.7) even though its 
convergent subsequences converge to the "generalized fixed points" Yl and Y2. 
(Oscillatory behavior is also possible if S is not u.s.c, at its fixed points; see the 
Appendix for an example.) 
Although actual convergence of the full sequence of iterates of Theorem 3.1 does not 
follow from the hypotheses (see the Appendix for the "limit-cycle" type of non- 
convergence that may occur), a finiteness assumption on the number of fixed points 
will guarantee convergence of those iterates. This is not the case when "generalized" 
fixed points are allowed, as the previous example shows. 
COROLLARY 3.2. Let S satisfy (3.1)--(3.3). I f  the number of fixed points har any 
given value of ~ is finite, then the algorithm corresponding to S will converge to a fixed 
point of S regardless of where it is started in G. 
Proof. (This result follows directly from the fact that the accumulation points are 
fixed points and form a continuum. However, for the sake of completeness we give a 
short direct proof.) 
Assume that the sequence {Yi} does not converge, so that there are at least two 
accumulation points. By Theorem I, all accumulation points are fixed points, so that 
given an accumulation point y*, there exists a d 2> 0 such that y* is the unique 
accumulation point contained in an open ball of radius d centered at y*. Now let M 
be chosen such that I Yi~l -- Y~ I < d/3 for i ~ M. Since y* is an accumulation point, 
II y~ - Y* I < d/'3 for infinitely many indices s. Since there is at least one accumulation 
point distinct from y~, for infinitely many indices r it is true that !i Yr -- Y* 1[ 2> 2d/3. 
From the way M was chosen, then, there are infinitely many indices t >~ /tl such that 
d/3 < I: Yt -- Y* II < 2d/3. This leads to a contradiction, since it implies the existence 
of a second accumulation point in the annulus d/3 ~ I Y -- Y~ I -<- 2d/3 (see Fig. 1). 
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(Note that the same proof goes through if, instead of finiteness of the fixed points with 
any given value of~, we assume merely that the set of such points has at most one point 
of accumulation.) 
EXAMPLE. As an easily developed example of an algorithm to which this type of 
analysis can be applied, we consider a feasible direction algorithm proposed by Topkis 
and Veinott [10]. Suppose that the problem to be solved is of the form 
rain f(x) 
(NLP) 
s.t. g(x) ~ 0, 
where f is a C 1 mapping from R" to R l and g is a C a mapping from R" to R'". We let 
F ~ G = H:  {xlg(x) ~ 0}, and assume that this set is compact. An iteration 
starting at a point xr ~F  consists of first finding an optimal solution (d*, 3*) of the 
approximating problem AP(xi) defined by 
min 3 
s.t. Vf(x,)d q- ~dlIfl ~ 3, (3.8) 
g(xi) + Vg(x,)d ~ 3e, 
where e is an m-vector of l 's and H i is a positive definite matrix with eigenvalues in 
a fixed interval [M 1 , 312]. If (d*, 3") is an optimal solution of (3.8), then let K be a 
positive constant independent of/, let A(x~, d*, 3*) = {A I x, -~- ?,d* ~F, 0 ~ A ~ K3*} 
and let x,:+x be any point of the form xi-1 =- xi " Aid*, where A~ E {A ] A ~ A(xi ,  d*, 3"), 
p-~y,(;~,d*) ~ 1 -- p} w A*(x, , d*, 8*), where 
y,(A, d*) = ( f (x, )  - - f (x ,  -- Ad*))/(-- Vf(x,) Ad*), 
p 6 (0, 89 is a positive constant independent of i, and A*(xi,  d*, 3") is the largest A in 
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A(xi ,  d*, 3*) satisfying ~,i(A, d*) >~ p. Letting S(x~) be the set of all possible successors 
that may be obtained by this procedure, it may be shown that all the hypotheses of 
Theorem 3.1 are satisfied. In this case the fixed points of S will be the points that 
satisfy the Fritz-John necessary optimality conditions [4] for the original problem 
(NLP). I f  there are at most a finite number of Fritz-John points for (NLP), then we 
may conclude by Corollary 3.2 that the feasible direction algorithm above is globally 
convergent to a Fritz-John point. In the traditional approach used by Topkis and 
Veinott only the Fritz-John property of the accumulation points is established. 
To condense the presentation, henceforth any mapping S that satisfies (3.1)-(3.3) 
will be termed a CUM mapping (an acronym for uniformly compact, upper semi- 
continuous, and strictly monotonic). In this terminology, Corollary 3.2 says that any 
CUM mapping with a finite number of fixed points is globally convergent to a fixed 
point. Polak [9] states a result similar to Corollary 3.2 for algorithms allowing 
generalized fixed points, but requires as an assumption that }ly~+~- y~ ii--+ 0. As 
indicated bv the example following Theorem 3.1, this assumption is readily violated 
when generalized fixed points are allowed. 
We state now for future reference an additional corollary that may be proved in 
much the same manner. 
COROLLARY 3.3. Let S be a CUM mapping, and let {Yi} be a sequence obtained by 
the corresponding algorithm. I f  {y~} has an accumulation point y• that is an isolated 
fixed point of S (i.e., not the limit of a sequence of distinct fixed points), then {y~} converges 
to y~. 
The preceding theorem and its corollaries arc global convergence results that 
require no hypotheses on the starting point Y0 - To develop additional insight into the 
behavior of the algorithms considered here. we will established a "point-of-attraction" 
result for "locally" CUM mappings after developing a useful preliminary lemma. 
LE.'XlMA 3.4. Let z* be a fixed point that is also a strong local minimum of 4) on G. 
Assume that there exists an open set B containing z ~ such that S is uniformly 
compact and strictly monotonic on B n G (3 compact set H such that S(z) C H for all 
z '.- B ~ G). I f  S is u.s.c, at z*, thengiven a~t7 open set B L containing z*, there exists an 
open set B~ containin~ z* such that y o e B 2 n G implies {Yi} C B i n G. 
Proof. ChooseE 7> 0suchthatB  3 ---- {z I I z -  z* '  ~ E) i sasubseto fBtandofB  
and has the property that z e B 3 n G implies q~(z) > 4(z*). Choose e' ~ E such that 
B 4 - .{z I i z --  z* I < ~'} has the property that z eB  4 n G implies S(z) C B a. Next 
choose a A ?.-- q~(z*) such that q~(z) < 2, and z e B a imply z E B 4 n G. Finally, let 
t ' l  E r . B z : :~z  ' z - - z  • <~r  is chosen so thatB . ,CB4andsothatzeB2nG 
implies q~(z) < 2,. Clearly Yo e Bz n G implies Yo e B 1 n G since B z C B 4 C Ba C B 1 . 
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The proof will be completed by showing that if Yi 6 B~ n G, then Y~+I ~ B4 n 
G C B~ n G. By construction, y~ ~ B 4 n G impliesy;+l E B 3 n G. By the monotonicity 
pr~ ~ .6(Y0) < A, henceyi..1 ~B 4 n G. II 
A point-of-attraction theorem is now easily obtained for strong local minima of .6 
by a slight strengthening of the hypotheses. 
TrIEOaEM 3.5. I f  the hypotheses of Lemma 3.4 are satisfied, and, if, in addition S is 
u.s.c, on B and z* is an isolated fixed point of S, then there exists an open set B"  such that 
Yo e B ~ ~ G implies [Yi} converges to z*. 
Proof. Since z* is isolated, choose B 1 to be an open set such that z ~ 6 Bx and z* is 
the only fixed point in the closure of Bx n G, which in turn is contained in B n G. 
Now apply Lemma 3.4 and let B ~" = B2. By Theorem 3.1 and Lemma 3.4, all 
accumulation points of {y,.} are fixed points of S and lie in the closure of B l n G; 
hence z* is the unique accumulation point and thus the limit of the bounded 
sequence {yi}. II 
Thus we have shown that any strong local minimum of 6 on G is an "attractive" 
fixed point of a CUM mapping S, provided that it is an isolated fixed point of S. 
Note that Corollary 3.3 may be interpreted as saying that an arbitrary isolated fixed 
point of S is "quasi-attractive" in the sense that if it is approached arbitrarily closely 
by the iterates, then the iterates will converge to it. 
We now show that both Corollary 3.3 and Theorem 3.5 are readily extended to 
mappings that allow "generalized'fixed-points, i.e., those z* ~ G such that S(z ~) D {z*} 
(see [6, 11] or [3] for a discussion of the "subseqnential" convergence properties of 
these algorithms). In this case, instead of the strict monotonicity property, we assume 
the "generalized" strict monotonicity property at y: if y' ~ S(y), then .6(y') < 6(y) 
i fy  is not a generalized fixed point, and .6(y') ~ r otherwise. 
THEOREM 3.6. Let S be a point-to-set mapping such that S is uniformly compact and 
u.s.c, on G, and has the generalized strict monotonicity property on G. Let {Yi} be a 
sequence obtained by the corresponding algorithm. I f  ~Yi} has an accumulation point y* 
that is an isolated generalized fxed  point of S satisf34ng {y*} ~- S(y*), then Yi -* yr .  
If, in addition, y* is a strong local minimum of 6 on G, then there exists an open neigh- 
borhood B of y* such that if  the algorithm is started in B n G, then the iterates will 
converge to y*. 
Proof. As shown in [6], the accumulation points of {Yi} must be generalized 
fixed points. Since S(y*) = {y*} we can choose d* such that the distance d from v* 
to the nearest generalized fixed point distinct from yX satisfies d ~ d* and such that 
','.Y~- Y* ! < d ' f3  implies ]J3'J+l--YJ !i "< d/3. If we now assume that y~-~ v* 
we can establish a contradiction by demonstrating in a manner similar to the proof of 
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Corollary 3.2 that there is a generalized fixed point in the annulus d*/3 ~ II y -y*  II 
(d + d*)/3 
If, in addition, y* is a strong local minimum of 9~, the point-of-attraction result is 
proved in a manner precisely analogous to the proof of Theorem 3.5. | 
Note that, as with Lemma 3.4 and Theorem 3.5, Corollary 3.3 and Theorem 3.6 
require (as may be seen from their proofs) uniform compactness and u.s.c, only in an 
open neighborhood of the (generalized) fixed point. These results may be thought of as 
mathematical programming analogs of Liapunov theory. Related generalizations of 
Liapunov theory may be found in [11] (where point-to-point mappings are considered) 
and [1] (in which the emphasis is on the derivation of contraction mapping theorems 
via these techniques by taking ~ to be the distance between x and S(x)). 
4. RESTRICTIONS AND RELAXATIONS OF POINT-TO-SET ~IAPPINGS 
In many cases an algorithm is "derived" from a CUM mapping by introducing 
computationally expedient modifications. These modifications might consist of 
substituting "inexact" line searches uch as those of Armijo [5] or Goldstein [2] for 
"exact" line searches, the introduction of quasi-Newton steps to accelerate the 
convergence of steepest descent as in the Davidon-Fletcher-Powell method with 
restart [3], or the deletion of "inactive" constraints [5]. Such modifications may result 
in an algorithm that does not have the strict monotonicity or upper semicontinuity 
properties of the original algorithm, or for which upper semicontinuity may be very 
difficult to establish. Nevertheless, the resulting algorithms generally still have nice 
convergence properties, and in this section we extend the theory of CUM mappings in 
order to establish these convergence properties. It  will be seen that an appropriate 
extension of the theory is obtained by considering certain classes of restrictions and 
relaxations of CUM mappings: If  T 1 and Te are point-to-set mappings from G to into 
the nonempty subsets of G such that Tl(z ) D T2(z ) for all z ~ G then T 1 will be said to be 
a relaxation of T 2 and, conversely, T2 will be said to be a restriction of T 1 . 
We first consider estrictions of CUM mappings, since these behave essentially the 
same as CUM mappings, although they may not be u.s.c. 
LEMMA 4.1. I f  7"2 is a restriction of a CUM mapping Ti ,  then Ts is uniformly 
compact and strictly monotonic on G, and {z ] z is a fixed point of 7"1} = {z I z is a 
fixed point of T~}. Moreover, (3.4}-(3.7) hold for any sequence {Yi} generated by the 
algorithm corresponding to T 2 . If, in addition, the number of fixed points having any given 
value of q~ is finite, then {Yi} will converge to a fixed point of T 2 . 
Proof. Suppose F* --  {z ] z is a fixed point of T1} and z* e f * .  Since T2(z*) is 
nonempty and contained in Tx(z*), it follows that z* is also a fixed point of S. 
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Conversely, if Ta(z*) = {z*), then z* ~ Tx(z* ) and by the strict monotonicity property 
Tl(z* ) ---- {z*). The strict monotonicity and compactness of T 2 follow directly from the 
definitions. 
Finally, if (y~} was generated by the algorithm corresponding to Tz, then {y~} 
could also have been generated by the "algorithm corresponding to Tx, hence (3.4)-(3.7) 
and the convergence conclusion also hold. II 
EXAMPLE. It should be noted that a restriction of a CUM mapping need not be 
u.s.c. For example, suppose that instead of the Goldstein step--size procedure in the 
example following Corollary 3.2 we use a restriction corresponding to an Armijo-type 
step-size procedure: Choose A i to be the first power of 89 in A(x i , d* ,  r that satisfies 
~,,(,~, d~) ;~ p. If at x; the latter inequality is satisfied as an equality, then the corre- 
sponding mapping mav not be u.s.c, at x i . | 
Two further observations are in order with regard to the u.s.e, properties of a 
restriction T2 of a CUM mapping T 1 . First of all, 789 must be u.s.c, at its f ixed points. 
For if we assume otherwise, we can obtain a contradiction by using the uniform 
compactness of T,,. Second, even if the restriction T2 of a CUM mapping is not u.s.c. 
at a point z. (which cannot be a fixed point of To by the preceding observation), T 2 must 
satisfy the following sequential strict monotonicity property at ~. If zi --~ z" and zi* ~ z* 
with zi* c 789 for all i, then q~(z*) < 4~(#). (Note that we do not assume that 
z 'c_  T.,(z).) It should be observed that the sequential strict monotonicity property 
at ~ implies the strict monotonicity property at z, but not vice versa. Moreover, by the 
same reasoning, the sequential strict monotonicity property cannot hold at a fixed point. 
The sequential strict monotonicity property is of interest because, as will be seen, it 
furnishes us with a means of determining whether an algorithm is a restriction of a 
CUM mapping. This determination might otherwise be difficult to perform if the 
CUM relaxation were not known beforehand. 
Consider a mapping S that is uniformly compact and strictly monotonic on G, but 
may not be u.s.c, on all of G. Let G' ~ {z ] z c G, S is not u.s.c, at z} be the subset of 
G on which we do not have the u.s.c, property. ( If  G' is empty, then S is a CUiV[ 
mapping, so the main interest is in the case when G' is nonempty.) If S is sequentially 
strictly monotonic on G', we will show that all the convergence properties of a CUM 
mapping hold fi)r S, because S can be shown to be a restriction of a CUM mapping. 
In particular, we define the completion of S to be the point-to-set mapping ,q(z) 
( t t t {z' :: ~t~Yz;>~ ~ ~,~ ,z, } --~ z ,  where zi e S(z~-)}. Note that S(z) thus is a restriction of ~(z), 
and that ~(z) =: S(z) if and only if S is u.s.c, at z. 
EXAMPI.F. In [5] it is shown that it is sufficient for convergence purposes to consider 
only the "c-active" constraints in constructing the subproblem (3.8). That is, rather 
than considering all the constraints of (NLP) in constructing AP(x i )  we need only 
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consider those constraints atisfying --E ~< gj(x~) <~ 0, where E is a positive constant 
independent of i. This device, however, may cause the corresponding mapping to fail 
to be u.s.c, at those x i that are not fixed points and for which gj(xi) = --E for some j ,  
since the corresponding constraint will not be included in the subproblem for x near x~ 
for which gj(x) < --e. However, in this case it is easily shown that the sequential 
strict monotonicity property will hold at such x~, so that global convergence is assured 
by Lemma 4. I. In this case the completion of the corresponding point-to-set mapping 
has the property that at x i a finite family of subproblems may be considered, which 
would include both the subproblems in which gj is considered and in which gj is not 
considered, provided that g~(x~) = --e and that x~ is the limit of a sequence 
{zl,  z 2 .... } C G such that g~(zk) < --e. 
THEOREM 4.2. I f  a point-to-set mapping S is strictly monotonic on G and sequentially 
strictly monotonic on G', then its completion ~q is strictly monotonic and u.s.c, on G. 
Proof. Let g be an arbitrary point in G. If S(~) = S(~), then clearly S is strictly 
monotonic at 3; otherwise, by the sequential strict monotonicity property, it follows 
that S is strictly monotonic at ~. Let ~ -~ 5 and z~* --~ z*, where zi* e S(~i), and let 
{zi,J} and 9 / = = zi*, where (z~,~j be sequences such that l im~ ~,~ ~i and l im j~ z.*.~,~ 
z*~ e S(~'r By a result of Meyer [6, Appendix], there exist subsequences (g~),j} and 
9 = z*. From the definition of S(~) it {z~),~} such that lim s 5i(j).~ ~ 5 and Iimj z~t,,j* 
follows that z* e ~(~), and we have thus shown that S is u.s.c, at an arbitrary ~" e G. II 
We can summarize our results with respect t o restrictions as follows. (1) Restrictions 
of CUM mappings have the same convergence properties as CUM mappings; 
(2) a mapping T2 is the restriction of a CUM mapping T 1 if and only if T~ is uniformly 
compact and strictly monotonic on G, and sequentially strictly monotonic on G'. 
As a final example of restriction, we consider a technique for obtaining a CUM 
restriction of a uniformly compact, u.s.c, mapping that has the generalized strict 
monotonicitv property. 
THEOREM 4_3. Let S be a point-to-set mapping that is uniformly compact and u.s.c. 
on G, and that satisfies the generalize d strict monotonicity property on G. I f  S is also 
lower semicontinuous at its generalized fixed points, then there exists a restriction of S that 
that is a CUM mapping. 
Proof. For all z ~ G, S(z) is closed because of the u.s.c, property. Let 3 be a metric 
on G and define S*(z) ~- {z' I z' e S(z); 3(z', z) ~ 3(y', z) for all y '  e S(z)}. Note 
that if z* is a generalized fixed point of S, 1.s.c. of S at z* implies that if {zi} C G and 
z i -+  z*, then there exists a sequence {z~'} with zi' ~S(zi)  and zi ' --~ z*, 
so that 3(z~',z,)--~0. From this observation it follows that if z~*eS*(z~) 
and z~* ~ g, then 5 = z*. Since S*(z*) = (z*}, we conclude that S* is u.s.c, at the 
generalized fixed points of S, which, in turn, are fixed points of S*. We now take care 
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of the remaining points of G by showing that the sequential strict monotonicity 
property holds for S* at any point ~ that is not a generalized fixed point of S. If 
zi --~ z and zi --~ z with zi ff S*(zi), then by the u.s.c, of S we have ~ e S(~), and by 
generalized strict monotonicity ~b(~) < ~(~), proving sequential strict monotonicity 
for S* at ~. Now by applying Theorem 4.2, we conclude that the completion S* of S* 
is a CUM mapping, and, moreover, by the preceding proof of sequential strict 
monotonicity, it follows that ~* is also a restriction of S. | 
For monotonic algorithms that may be thought of as employing CUM mappings 
periodicalO~ rather than at every iteration (such as, for example, the "restarted" 
quasi-Newton or conjugate gradient methods, in which periodically a search is made 
in the gradient direction), the theorems for CUM mappings may be extended appro- 
priately by considering relaxations of CUM mappings. These extensions of the theory 
and related results may be found in [7]. 
APPENDIX 
Example (It x~+l - -  x~ II ~ O) 
Let 
E2---- 
and 
E,= 
(See Fig. 2.) Let x = (u, v) r 
qS(x) = f (x )  
{(u, v) I (u -- 3) 2 + 2v 2 ~ 7r/2}, 
{(u, v)[2u 2 + (v- -  3) 2 ~ ~/2}, 
((u, v)[(u + 3) ~ + 2v 2 ~ ~r/2}, 
{(u, v) F 2u 2 4- (v 4- 3) 2 ~ ~r/2}. 
and define 
=s in [ (u - -3 )  2+2v 2] if xeE~,  
=sin[2u 2+(v -3)  2 ] if xEE2,  
=s in [ (u+3)  2+2v =] if xeEa ,  
= sin[2u ~ + (v + 3) ~ if x ~ E4, 
= 1 otherwise, 
and G = F -- {x [ xrx ~ 25}. Let S be the "steepest descent" mapping defined by 
letting D(x) = {~[ ~ = x --  AVf(x) r, A ~ 0} and S(x) = {x' l x' ~ O(x) , f (x ' )  ~f (g )  
for all s It is possible to choose Y0 such that yo~E1,  V f (yo)~ O, 
(1, 1) 9 Vf(yo) r = O, and S(yo) n E 2 is nonempty. We may thus choose 3'1 ~ E2. 
Continuing to iterate so that Yi+l 6 Ej ify~ ~ Ej, it is easily seen that the accumulation 
points of the iterates will be the set F* = {(3, 0), (0, 3), (--3, 0), (0, --3)}. In this 
example Theorem 3. l does not apply becauseS isnot u.s.c, at points inF*. It is possible 
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to obtain a related mapping that is u.s.c, at points z EF* by redefining S onF* to beF*, 
but Theorem 3.1 still fails to hold because the points z E F* are then generalized 
fixed points, and the same oscillator- behavior is possible. However, if we redefine 
D(x) by restricting the step-size A to the interval [0, K], where K is any positive 
constant, then all the hypotheses of the theorem hold, and oscillatory behavior is 
impossible (in fact, it is easily seen that the iterates must converge.) (This construction 
is due to Heinrich Puschmann of the University of Wisconsin Computer Sciences 
Department.) 
Example (ii x,~l -- xi li ~ 0, xi ~ x*) 
Let D' be the sequence {Yl, Y2 .... } in E 2 defined in the following manncr.y 1 = (0, 2); 
given y,~, let y,~r be the point on the circle with center at the origin and radius 
I -~- l /n+l  such that (I) the line segment connecting y ,  and Yn+l is tangent to that 
circle, and (2) the movement in going from 3'~ to Y,+1 has a clockwise orientation 
(see Fig. 3). It can be shown that the set of accumulation points of D' is the unit circle. 
(This is essentially a consequence of the geometry and the fact that the distance 
between y~ and Y.+I is [(2n 2 + 4n + 1)/(n 4 + 2n a + n2)] 1/2, which is of the order 
of 1/n 0 
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Now let D be the closure of D' ,  which is the union of D'  and the unit circle. Define 
a mapping S on D as follows. 
(1) S(y~)  = {Y,,+I} n ~= 1, 2,..., 
(2) S(y)  : {y} for ~, on the unit  circle. 
With ~(z) defined as the distance from the origin, and F taken to be D it is easily 
verified that S satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 3.1. However,  if any point of D'  is 
chosen as a starting point, the corresponding sequence of iterates does not converge, 
but rather "spirals" around the unit circle. (This example is derived from a similar 
example given by Topkis and \;einott [10] to illustrate a different observation.) 
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